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In a recent paper [S], F. Timmesfeld has considered finite simple groups G 
possessing an involution x such that the generalized Fitting group of the cen- 
tralizer of z in G is extraspecial. We consider here a special case which is left 
open by Timmesfeld. This is necessary for the completion of the “extraspecial 
problem.” More precisely, u-e prove the following 
THEOREM. Let G be a nonabelian finite simple group possessing an inoolution z 
such that the centralizer M of x in G satisjies the following conditions: 
(i) The subgroup & = O,(M) zs an extra-special group of order 2g and 
G,(Q) c Q. 
(ii) M/Q Z Za X n,+(2). 
Then the group G is isomorphic to D,(2). 
According to [S] we set I@ = M/<z) and 31 = M/Q and we use the “bar 
convention.” In addition we denote C(X) = Co(X) and N(X) = Kc(X) for 
any subset X of G. The other notation is fairly standard. 
1. OS THE STRUCTURE OF M 
We have dd ‘c’ -C, x .Za x Za . Let x be an element of order 3 of M such that 
x lies in a component of 11% then X = Ar.,i((x>) covers M. By [2], M acts 
irreduciblp on Q - Q/<x>, it follows that X n Q = (z>. Let 2 = 
XI x 2, x XEa , where Xj N Za , i = 1, 2, 3. Let Xi be the preimage of Xc 
in X. Let pi be an element of order 3 in Xi and let ri be an 2-element in Xi ~ <z>. 
Suppose o(T~) = 4. We have p;” = pi’ and p;” = pi for j + i. As pi acts fixed- 
point-free on Q and (pipj)” = p;‘p$ we get Q = El E2 by acting with <pi ) pj> on 
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Q, where E1 = Co(pipj) and EZ = C,(pr$j). Thus EI = .& - Q, d Q, and Q 
is the central product of E1 and E, . We set E, = Q, c Qs and EZ = QZ 7. Q% , 
Qi ‘V Qs , i = 1,2,3,4, then we may assume that Qii = Qs and Q;i = Q; . 
This implies that C~(T~) is elementary abeliaa of order 2”. Further ri inverts pi 
and & acts fixed-point-free on D and thus C~(T~) = C,(rij. By El] and [S], 
z -G t E Q - (a); let E = Q f~ Qt with Q+ = O,(C(t)), then E is elementary 
abelian of order 2j. Let K = Cot(z) = (z> x KI , where KI z 0, * D, : C, 
and K n Q = E, thus KI n Q = KI n E is of order 2”. From the sructare 
of KI , there exists an elementary abelian subgroup D of K, of order 2” suck 
thatKI=(K,r:E)-Dand(K,nE)nD= l.ThusQnD= !andQ.IT; 
is an &-subgroup of X. From this fact it follows that the coset Qrii contzh3 
involutions. Let F E QT,. be an involution, then r = ~7~ , for scme IA E Q. 
A-on- c2 = uriuri = uTiTiT;luTi = 1l2U” = I, so ur; = zu-I, this implies that 
zi E C,(i+) and hence u E C~(T~) but now O(UT;) = 4, a contradiction. SC we 
have proved that o(:~) = 2. This implies that X = \‘.z*? :< I;: Iv-here F = 
FI x F, Y F3 , Fi ‘v ,Z, . IT’e have proved the fo!lowkg result. 
LEXJIX 1. The group 31 is a splitting extensiorl of Q 5~ F, where F = FL ./ 
F2 xFSandF,~.Z~fori=1,2,3. 
11-e set Fi = (pi, r,,.‘plpi3 = rif = 1) and Pi = <p,.::, fcr i = !? 2, 3. Let 
P = PI x Pe x P3 and let I = (rJ x (rn, x (r&. Then P is elementary; 
abeliar I of order 33 and the group T = Q * I is an S,-subgroup of X. By [2], pi 
acts fixed-point-free on IQ. Since (pi . pj)rj = pjpj4, it follow-s that Q = CL;(pip3j . 
C&,~ie) \Gth C&pj) e C&pj’) N Q, x Qg 9 C&ipj) P C&ipiL) = (2,’ and 
[Co(p&. Co(pipj’)] = 1, for i = 1,2, 3. Hence u-e m2y choose few quaterzioa 
groups Q1, Q, , Q3, and Qa in Q such that Q, v Qt = Co(pg3j = [Q, (pepa”‘,] 
and Q, x Q4 = Ca(ps32) = [Q, (ps32>]. ..cting on Q, x Qs dth (plpspp) we 
see that Q1 x Qe _C [Q, (plp2p3>]. -4cting on Qs x ,O, with (pz , prpa) we see that 
we can assume that Q* = Co(pIpsp3) and also Q3 = Co(pl*p+J. Ey a simiiar 
argument we can assume that Q, = Co(pIpa*p3) and Q, = C3(p1p3p32). It follow 
&at Q1 J( 0, = G(PIP~) = [Q, <p&)1, ,O, x Q4 = ~&P~~) = K?, Cp2p2.‘:, 
Qz x (23 = ‘Z&wJ = [Q, (plps‘91, Q: x Qs = Co(p,p33) = LO, hp3:):. Let- 
Qi = (ai , &/a: = 6,’ = 1, a;lbiai = by’), i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Let : = r,r2r, rhen 
T acts inverting@ on P, so we can put air = ai’ and bir = a&‘. Fu:-ther 
Q;l=Qnr Q;1=Q4, Q;p=Q4, Q;t=,O,, Q13=Q3, QX3=Q, azd 
aIl=a,, 6;1=b,, a;z=a,, b;s=bqt ai:re=a3T b;Fr=b3, a?=a;‘. 
b;8 = a,&‘, a2 = a;l, b2 = a&. and finally a> = t, 1 bp = aI&. Lzt 
t,, = a,+ , t13 = ala3 , t,, = ala4 . Then the set of 36 non-cectra: involutizs 
of Qi x Qp and Q, x Qd forms a single conjugate ciass ir. M with the represents- 
ti\-e i,, and C,,(t,,) = <al , a, , b,b,) . Q3 x QJ<p2p3:~(~, 7:). Similar::; \ve hai-e 
C.4t13) = <al, c3 , b$,) Q2 * Q~(plp&(~, TUT& and CJ,(tJ - (a,, c;, 1 bib,: Q, ,‘: 
g&,p;‘>{T, Tp). Thus : t;‘: ’ = ’ tg ’ = : tti = 2’ . 3= = 36. The 0th~: 162 
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non-central involutions of Q are of the form xrxaxax~ , where xi E Qi - (z), 
i = 1,2,3,4. Let x be one of them, then clearly 35 1 I xW C,&)i. Now let t be 
a non-central involution in Q, which is conjugate to z in G and let Qt = Oa(C(t)). 
By (3.11) [8],L = Q . (Qt n MM) is of order 218 and Cd(E) = (t‘), thus [ C,(t) s 
= 2lr. This implies that z +J~ t,, , t,, , t,, . Further t is of the form xlxzxax~, 
so 1 CaI,(t) = 211 and 1 P j = 2 . 33 = 54. Let i(Q) be the set of 271 involutions 
of Q and let t, E i(Q) - ({t,“} u {t$} u {t-E} u {t”} u {xl). Then C,(t,) is a 
Zgroup of order 2r”. Suppose C,M(tl)i = 211 then L w-e C,(t,) and (f) = 
C&l - W = C,(C,,(t,>), thus t -.v 1 t which is not the case. Hence 
1 C,(t,)’ = 21° and tlAf I = 2” * 3* = 108. Xow 1 + 36 A 36 - 36 + 54 + 
108 = 271, so n-e have found all conjugate classes of non-central involutions 
of M which are contained in Q. Xote that C,(a,a,~a,) = Co(a,aaqJ. I has 
order 2n. So we can put t = a,+qa, . Moreover from the action of F on Q we 
see that b, . a,b, * b, . a,b, +,,., a,$+a, . TVe set t, = b1 . %+ . b, . a$b, and 
we have C.\,(tJ = C,(t,) - (rl-re , TOTS). 
By (3.13) [8] the group M controls the fusion in Q - (z), hence we conclude 
that t t t , r , 18 , t,, , t,, lie in the different conjugate classes in G. We have proved 
the following result. 
LEMMA 2. The group N has 6 conjugate classes of inoolutions which are 
contained in Q with the representatives: x, t, t, , t,, , t,, , t, and ; tM 1 = 2 . 33 = 
54, j t,” = 28 . 33 = 108, tg 1 = tz , = ’ tg ’ = 2” - 32 = 36. Further 
z-Gta~dt,tl,t14,t13, 14 t lie in the dz#erent conjugate classes in G. 
Clearly Co(~i) as well as CO(TjTr;) are elementary abelian of order 25, for 
i, j, k = 1,2,3. Let x E (TV , Tj’i’k)l then the coset Qx contains precisely 26 
involutions and x is not conjugate to xz under the action of Q. Since Co(x) = 
Co(xz), so the coset Qx contains under the action of Q 24 conjugates of x and 24 
conjugates of .-c.z. Because C,&) = Co(x) . C&x) and C,(x) = C,(xz) it 
follows that x is not conjugate to xz in .%I. Since : = ~~~~~~ inverts P, so C,(T) is 
elementary abelian of order 2a. We see that the coset Qr contains exactly 25 
involutions and they are all conjugate under the action of Q. Let A be an 
elementary abelian subgroup of order 26 of T = Q . I. We have A g Q. Assume 
that A contains an involution which is conjugate in T to 7. Then we may assume 
7 E A. But C,(T) = C,(T) contains no elementary abelian subgroup of order 26. 
Hence we must have A n Q ’ >, 2”. ASsume A n Q ’ = 2A, then A - Q 
contains at least 2 involutions which lie in the two different cosets (modulo Q), 
say x and y. But in any case ’ Co(x) n C,(y)’ = 23. Hence ’ A n Q / = 2j. Let 
x E A - Q, then passing to a conjugate of A in T m-e see that we may assume 
that A = (A n Q)(x> w-here x E I - (T). So A n Q = Co(x) and I normalizes 
A. AS 2” conjugates of x in T lie in 9 - Q, it follows that A 4 T. Moreover if 
x E {TV , T* , ~a, say x = TV , then N,,(d) = TPIP, ; if x E {TUT* , ~~~~ , Tg3}, 
say x = ~~73, then -VSv(A) = T * Pk. We has-e proved 
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LEMMA 3. There are precisely 13 conjugate classes c$ inelo!utions which WE 5s 
?d - 0 kth the following set of represevatatkes: 
Y = {T, Ti , T12, T, , ‘;-,s, T3 , T32, T;T, , TITS, T1T3 , TrT3”, T3T3 , T,T,2). 
C,(r) is elementary abelian of order 24. For x E Y - CT>, then C,(x) is elementarg.1 
abelian of order 2j. The group T has exactly 6 element&y abelian subgroiips of 
order 2”. They are Ai = C’o(~f) X <T$) Md A, = Co[TiTj) X (rfrj}, i,j = 1: 2. 3. 
9i and 4, me self-centralizikg in G and N~,,,(.&j = TP,P, , A!‘\,(L4ij) = T * P, . 
2. THE STRUCTURE %r: G 
We have A, = (F~ , x, ala, , b,b, , a,a, , b,b,) and N&Ii) = T * Pz . Ps . 
It is easy to see that NM(A1) contains precisely fil-e conjugate classes of involutions 
which are contained in A, with the representatives z (I conjugate), t (lg con- 
jugates), t,, (12 conjugates), Tl (16 conjugates), 712 (16 conjugates). Let T* bc 
an &-subgroup of C(t) containing A, then T* g .X a?d. 9, s T”, jexe 
..V(&4,) k M. Set k = 1 N(A,): hTw(A,)l u-hich is an odd number and k is the 
Iength of the conjugate class of z in iV(A,). Since X(Ar)~Al is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of G&(2) we have R / 3s * 5 * 79 * 3 1. By lemma 2 x +-G f and z St t;, I 
it follows that k = 35 = 1 f 18 + 16 = 5 .7 and N(atl,j:d, : = 25 . je .5 - 7. 
Hence x is fused in N(A,) with t and 7, (say). Suppose that 2-slgnalizers of 
N(A,)/A, are not trivial. Let R + 1 be ap-subgroup of odd order of X(J1)(.Zi 
such that R is normalized by an .S,-subgroup of ~\‘(Alj!di. If I R : = 3, 9 CT 5 
then i C,JRj’ = 2” or 25. Let N be an &-subgroup of .Xs,:(Rl!(Rj and t’ be a 
centrai involution of N containing in A, , so c iies in the center of J&t which 
is an Sa-subgroup of R7(AI), thus c is conjugate to z in :V(AJ which contradicta 
the structure of Cx~,l)(z). If I R ’ = 7 and CA1(Rj # I, then we get a ccntradia- 
tion in the same way, Assume C,*(R) = 1. Let :\‘E S$(NAY,,JR)), then 
8, .? N = 1. Let NO = C,,.(R), then 1 K : X0 < 2. In any case C,&Va) is of 
order 23, so j Z(A,X)i > 2 which contradicts the fact that &I\~ E Sy!,(:V(-4,):. 
We have proved that 2-signalizers of N(A1)/Al are trivial. 
Sote that NGl(Al)/AI is isomorphic to a maximal subgroup of the aiteming 
group As which is the normalizer in As of the eiementary subgroup of order 16 
Ill A* . By 151, N(A1),!A1 N A, . Assume that tip and rIz are not fused in A’(-<& 
then .X(Alj!AI would have a subgroup of order 2” . 3’ . 5 . 7 with .a four group 
as an &-subgroup which contradicts the structure of da . ‘Thus t,, and 7;~ zre 
fused in N(A,), so C,-(,i,(t&‘A, has order 2* . 3s * 5 and SO C,~(~,)(ti3j::d, e Zg , 
T\‘ow the group B, = (a,b, , b,apb,) x <b,u, , a,b,b,) is elementary abelian of 
order 24 and A, c B, = 1 and Q = (Al r? Q) * B1 . Furthermore B, is (~a , rz> -
invariant, thus &(Tp , T3) has order 2s and T = A, . B,<T, , r3> and A, n a1 . 
/.- ,,f I T33) = 1. BY a result of Gaschtitz [3], Ar(A1) s$its over A, . Since (iA,‘, 
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is elementary abelian of order 16, it follows from the structure of As that N(Ar) 
conjugates every involution in T to an element in QA1 . Moreover there are 
no involutions in &A, - Q - A, and every involution in A, is conjugate in 
N(A,) to an involution in Q, thus G has precisely five conjugate classes of 
involutions with the representations x, t, , t,, , t,, , t, . We have pro\-ed the 
following result 
LEMAL~ 4. G has precisely jkes conjugate classes of inwlutions ecith the 
representatives x, t, , t,, , t,, , t, . The group N(A,) is a splitting extension of Ai 
by the alteming group A, , for i = 1,2, 3 and C,vL4,)(tli,)/Ai N E6 with 1’ = 2, 
2’ = 4, 3’ = 3. 
We have T = A, * B,(T, , ra> and Bl = (albp , b,a,b,) x (b,ad , a,b,b,). 
Further Cr(tle) = A, . B,, where B,, = (b,a,b, , b,a, , a,b,aa)(7z7,) and B,, 
is isomorphic to an &subgroup of C-v(a,)(tlp)/Al N &. Moreover Z(B,,) = 
(b,a,b, , a,b,b,) it follows that the cosets Albla,b, , A,a,b,b, and A,bla=,b,a3b3b, 
are the representatives of the conjugate classes of involutions in C,-(,Jt,,),lA, . 
We have 
C&v2b2) = (2, ala2 I a3a4 , $0 
C&Ad4) = (2, ala2 , blb2 I a3a4> 
C.+(ha2b2a,hb4) = <r, ala2 , +a4 , V24b4>. 
If we now take a closer look at the cosets A,b,%b, , A,a,b& and Albla$2a,b&d 
we see that only the coset A,b,a2b.aa,b3b, contains involutions conjugated in G 
to x which are denoted by the following set: 
9? = {b,a,b,%b b b a 6 a b b s a b b b a b a b b b a b z>. 8.l~124a34~ 1123449 112844 
Let X = C(t12) and X,, = X n .N(A,). & X n C(z) C N(A,) we have C,(a) = 
C,,<z). Let TO = A, * B,, , then TO is an S,-subgroup of C,(x). Assume that 
2% = 2’ E X0 - A, for some x E X. By conjugating in X0 we can assume that 
2’ E A,b,a&a,b,b, , so 2’ E W. On the other hand (tp.p = t12!a” wc t12 , but 
for all c E .9 MTe see that t12w +c t,, which is a contradiction. So the w-eak closure 
of 2 in C,(2) with respect to Xis contained in A, . Let z E TO - A, be an involu- 
tion and let S E Sv12(Cx0(o)), then S contains a conjugate zz of 2 for some x E X0 , 
so (I”, t,,) C S. Suppose that S is not an S,-subgroup of C,(o). Then S is 
contained in a 2-group S* of C,(o) as subgroup of index 2 and S* $ X0 , so 
S 9 S*. Let y E S* - S, then <x”, t,,)’ = {P, t,,) C S C X0 , thus srM E A, . 
Since 1 2xo ’ = 15 and C,(a) = Cx,(2) C X0 , it follows that 2*l n 2xo = a. 
From the structure of X0 we see that the conjugate class of PU has the length 
greater than 10. This implies that the weak closure of x in C,(2) with respect o X 
is A, . By a result of E. Shult [6j we have X = X,, , a contradiction. Hence S 
is an S,-subgroup of C,(o) for all involution w E T,, - A,. 
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Suppose that there exists an imolution u E A<1 which is conjugate rc some 
im-olution c E T,, - A, in X. Let T, be an &-subgroup of C’rJu) containing 
A,, then T, is an &-subgroup of C,(U) as 3, is normal in every 2-subgroup 
of G containing A,. Let T, be an &subgroup of Crfi). Since A, is 
se!f-centralizing w-e have A, g T, . Sow u hx c, so T,,” = T, for some .Y E X 
and A, = A12, thus x EX - X9. Let S, = A,T, : then &, A,+ c S, ) it 
follows that d, = AIz, a contradiction. Hence Al is strongiy ciosed in X0 with 
respect to X. By a result of D. Goldschmid: [4], we ha\-e S -= -Y,, . Ke have 
proved 
LEMMA 5. We hme C(f,,) = C.v(~,)(tlj,) and C(tli,) is a ,&zitJ$ul and splitting 
extension of the elementary abelian group A, of order 26 by 2, zchere I ’ = i,2’ = 4. 
3’ = 3. 
We have A,, = (rIrz , z, ala, , b b 1 3 , a,cs, , b,b,> and A\~~v~(AI,) = T . P3 . It 
is easy to see that ArAu(A,,) has precisely 6 conjugate classes of invo-oiutions which 
are contained in Al4 with the representatkes: x (1 conjugate), t (6 conjugates). 
i, (12 conjugates), ~~7~ (16 conjugates), ~~ra,z (16 conjugates) and ..!V(&) g 3% 
Let i = .V(&): LVJI(-43] where 1 + 1 is odd. Since ~Y(A1T)/L?12 is iscmor$k 
to a subgroup of G,&(2), w-e have 1 33 . 5 . 72 . 3 1. By lemma 4, it follows that 
I = 7, thus / LY(A~~),M~~ ! = 2” . 3 . 7. The group Ps is an S,-subgrou:, cf 
A’(A12) and CAlp(Ps) = <z, T~T~), this implies that 7 r iJ’.,-(llp;(P.J anti 
2: ..V~,Q,;(P,J’. Thus if 2j i I iVv~lr)(P.J then by a Spro\\--theorem 
2e ; .X.,.;,l~~(P,)I and so 2j / / C.v(a,,)(z) n .Y(PJ which contradicts the structure 
cf C-,.-i2 J(Z). It follows that an S,-subgroup of :V(PJ .q :V<A,) is elementary 
abelian ‘if order 16. Suppose that 2-signal&-s cf AV(-~i,)~-A,l are not trivial. 
Then a 2-signalizer of this group has order 7 and M-e get a contradicticn as 
before. Hence 2-signalizers in LI’(A:,,)/nt,, are trivial. By IS], Y(&)~AIe is a 
splitting faithful extension of an elementary abelian group of order 8 by L,(7). 
Let R be an &subgroup of IV(A,,) 
i C.A,e(Qi = 8 ad ! -%-c~,J, 
and assume that C,;JR) G i. Then 
f&Z). = 8 . 3 . 7. There is an invoiution n in C, (R) 
which is cemralized by h~v(A1,)(R), hence the conjugate class of D in K(Aia~has 
length 64 or 8 which is impossible. So R acts fixed-point-free on A,, . Fence 
by lemma 4 we has-e tl -.v(,,,) TOTS (say) and t,, 
has order 2L . 3. We have p&ed 
-q(Ali)~172z. Tl?us C~v(i.l,!(tlj,‘-412 
LEJIXA 6. The group 1Y(A,,),!A,, is a faithful and splitting extension of a~: 
elementary abelian of order 8 by L,(7). An &-subgroup of X(&j acts,fixed-point- 
jkee on A, and X(A12) h as p recisely three conjugate classes of in~oiutions which ar-e 
contained in A,, with the representatives z, t, , t,, and 1 C.y;a,,)(fl)i = 213 . 3. 
Suppose that 7 mG z Sow- 71~g E C(T~), if ~~7~ E O,(C(?J) then rlrz~a -t 
71c2 w ti & I, which is not the case. So we can assume that 71~2 6 O,(C(T,)) = 
Qr9 . The coset T~T~Q~, has two conjugate classes of involutions with the regresen- 
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tatives ~~7s - t, and 7 N z which contradicts the structure of M. Hence 
z 7L.G r = r1r2r8 . We have 
LEMMA 7. z is not conjugate to T = r1rzr3 in G. 
LEMMAS. LetD=(fi.TkeuD is a set of root-in44tions in tke sense of 
Timmesjeld [7]. 
Proof. Let x, y E D and let u = zy. Suppose that O(U) = 2k and k # 1. 
Set w = uB and X = (x, y), then (w) = Z(X). 
Case 1. v N z. We may assume that F = z. If k = 2”, then we can suppose 
that x, y E T and x $ Q. Now us E Q and x inverts us. By lemma 3 and 7 we 
have Co(x) N ES5 and C?) = C,(Z), thus x centralizes up and o(u8) = 2. 
Hence us = v = z. If k + 2”, then x, y $ Q and we can assume that x E Qrl . 
Kow 2x or x or y which contradicts the fact that zx - t,, . 
Case 2. n w t, . We assume that x = z, As k + 1, so ZD wz x or y, thus 
zn w z and v 4 Q. Hence the coset Qw has 2 conjugate classes of involutions 
with the representatives n ,- t, and ze’ ,- z, which contradicts the structure 
of 171 
Case 3. E’ r~1 t,, . Putx=z.Ask~l,som~zand~~Q.Thenthe 
coset Qn contains 2 conjugate classes of involutions with the representatives 
w N tlr and m w a. By the structure of .M can be assume that e’ = zr, . Since 
w = zsl -av(a,) t,, , so C(c) = C.v(a,)(~) _C N(A3 by lemma 5, hence x,y he 
in an Ss-subgroup of C(c). Thus we may assume that x, y E T. If x E Q then 
WY wz x N z, contradicting the structure of Q. So we have x, y $ Q and from 
the structure of M, x, y E Qrl , hence [x, y] = 1, contradicting k + 1. The 
proof is complete. 
LEMMA 9. G N D,(2). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of lemma 8 and of the main result 
of Timmesfeld [7]. 
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